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SINGLE-FAMILY
OFFICES AND
			 ALTERNATIVE
INVESTMENTS
Single-family offices, the ultra-private organizations
that help the world’s wealthiest families oversee
their financial and personal affairs, are experienced
investors in private equity funds, hedge funds and
direct deals.
As founding generations transition their leadership
responsibility to successors, an increased appetite
for wealth accumulation is emerging and helping to
fuel interest in alternative investments as a means
to asset growth.

KEY FINDINGS
• 87% of single-family offices surveyed allocate 10% or more
of their total portfolio to alternative investments, including
private equity, hedge funds and direct deals.
• Private equity funds are the most popular type of alternative
investment, with about 41% of single-family offices maintaining
exposure, followed closely by hedge funds (39%). About a
quarter of single-family offices invest in private companies
on a direct basis.
• About 90% of single-family offices maintained or increased
their private equity exposure over the past year, whether
through funds or direct investments. Conversely, the majority
(56%) decreased their hedge fund allocations.
•L
 ooking ahead, 66% of single-family offices plan to increase
their direct investments, 47% plan to increase their private
equity fund investments, and 37% plan to boost their hedge
fund exposure.
• Single-family offices who have transitioned leadership to
the second generation of family members tend to maintain
higher allocations to alternatives than first generation family
offices, with 18% of second generation single-family offices
allocating over 20% of their total portfolios. In addition, they
tend to make greater use of the full range of alternative
investments and have a particular propensity for direct
deals, with 71% having increased their direct allocations
relative to last year and 82% intending to do so in the future.
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SINGLE-FAMILY OFFICES AND
ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS
iCapital’s 2015 research on single-family offices revealed strong activity and
interest in the private equity (PE) asset class, with six out of ten family offices surveyed in that report investing in PE either through funds or on a direct basis. About three quarters of the single-family offices we spoke with
further reported that their private equity investments had outperformed
their other holdings, and as a result the majority expected to increase their
allocations over the following two years.
In light of this and of the fact that alternatives have become a larger part of
the investment dialogue over recent years, we conducted follow-up research
on this notoriously private cohort to learn more about their interest in and
experience with a broader group of alternative investments, including private equity funds, hedge funds and direct deals. In order to make meaningful comparisons, we defined a single-family office as:
• a separate legal entity distinct from other operating companies and businesses of the ultra-wealthy family
• an entity that serves as a primary source of investment management services either directly or through select third-party managers
• an entity that the ultra-wealthy family refers to as a “family office”.

To be included in this study, the single-family offices were actively investing in
private equity funds, hedge funds, direct deals or a combination thereof. “Direct
deals” as used in this report covers investments in small- and mid-size privately held companies, startups, and other private assets such as intellectual
property rights and royalties, but excludes private real estate investments.
In this report, we share data collected from 157 single-family offices during the
second half of 2016 and the first half of 2017. Three quarters of the respondents
manage $500 million or more (Exhibit 1), providing a perspective of significant
wealth that warrants institutional-level investment research and exposures.
While these organizations cater to the financial and lifestyle needs of ultrawealthy families, they tend to behave more like institutions than high-networth investors. However, the complexities of managing multi-generational
constituencies, as well as the high degree of investment autonomy that family
offices enjoy, make for a unique investor profile that requires a dedicated
strategy and service offering.
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Single-family
offices tend to
behave more like
institutions than
high-net-worth
investors, but
the complexities
of managing
multi-generational
constituencies
and a high degree
of investment
autonomy make
for a unique
investor profile
that requires
a dedicated
strategy and
service offering.
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ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT ALLOCATIONS
Approximately 87% of single-family offices we surveyed allocate at least
10% of their total portfolios to alternatives. About a quarter allocate 15% or
more to alternative investments, consistent with the target allocations of
many institutional investors (Exhibit 2).
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Single-family offices are also comfortable working with a broader range of
alternatives than are normally found in high-net-worth portfolios. About
two fifths of the family offices we surveyed invest in private equity and
hedge funds, and a quarter invest directly in private companies, which
may include co-investing alongside managers as well as ‘club’ deals with
other family offices (Exhibit 3). This breadth of exposures more closely
approximates institutional strategies than those typically implemented in
the high-net-worth channel.
EXHIBIT 3
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periods of market
dislocation.”
— Lawrence Calcano
Chief Executive Officer,
iCapital Network
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ALLOCATION CHANGES FROM
LAST YEAR
With the investment landscape becoming ever more complex and a number of longstanding investment paradigms facing an uncertain future, it
has become increasingly difficult to meet portfolio goals using traditional
means. With the intent of better understanding how single-family offices
are responding to this environment, we isolated those single-family offices
that are active in each of the three kinds of alternative investments—
private equity funds, hedge funds and direct deals—and compared their
current allocations to those of one year ago.
We found that about 90% of single-family offices maintained or increased
their private equity exposure, whether through funds or direct investments (Exhibits 4 and 5). Conversely, the majority had decreased their
hedge fund allocations (Exhibit 6). This shift away from hedge funds is
consistent with the behavior of many institutional and HNW investors who
have reduced or eliminated their hedge fund exposure in response to the
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general underperformance of hedge funds relative to long-only equities
over the past several years. However, while retail investors have moved
money into public equities, most institutions have tended to favor the
private markets, likely chasing the illiquidity premium. In this respect,
the allocation changes of single-family offices over the past year again
place them closer to the institutional end of the investor spectrum.

EXHIBIT 4
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family offices offer specific
industry expertise and
proprietary networks
EXHIBIT 5
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EXHIBIT 6
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LIKELIHOOD OF INCREASING ALTERNATIVE
INVESTMENT EXPOSURE
Looking ahead, we queried the survey population about their intentions
for their alternatives allocations over the next three years. Single-family
offices are generally interested in increasing exposure to alternatives
across the board (Exhibit 7). The role these investments can play in both
mitigating risk and enhancing returns is a major driver of their appeal,
particularly in today’s investment environment. Direct deals are particularly appealing, with two-thirds of the single-family offices surveyed indicating they will participate in more of these transactions going forward
(Exhibit 7). One potential reason for the heightened interest in direct investments is the long history of entrepreneurialism within the family office
community and the desire to preserve that legacy for future generations.
Most family wealth is created through entrepreneurial means, and over the
years many single-family offices have developed a particular expertise
and presence in specific fields, such as real estate development or manufacturing, allowing them to exploit competitive advantage in areas that
they understand well and that align with the family’s history and interests.
Another reason for the shift towards direct deals is the desire to avoid the
fees associated with gaining private equity exposure via third-party funds.
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— Eileen Duff
Managing Partner and
Head of Distribution,
iCapital Network

Exhibit 7
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TAX MITIGATION
With tax policies and privacy protocols in motion globally, it is unsurprising
that essentially all single-family offices we spoke to are very interested in
ways to legally lower the taxes associated with their alternative investments
(Exhibit 8). Most single-family offices calculate investment performance on
an after-tax, after-fees basis, and are continuously taking steps to minimize
investment taxes.

Exhibit 8
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One of the key issues that many single-family offices encounter is a lack
of tax planning coordination across various parts of the organization.
Family offices are often structured such that discrete groups manage the
investment portfolio, the family’s philanthropic activities, estate planning,
and so on. Increasing visibility and coordination across these functions,
together with the use of products such as private placement life insurance
and planned giving vehicles such as charitable lead trusts, can aid greatly
in minimizing taxes on capital gains.

“Single-family offices today
span several generations,
and younger family
members bring a different
attitude to wealth.
The notion that the family
office should be actively
generating wealth in the

GENERATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON
ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS
With many established single-family offices beginning to transition dayto-day control of operations to second generation family members, the
investment preferences of the younger generation are becoming increasingly relevant. In order to learn more about how the two generations view
alternatives, we segregated family offices still managed by founding
family members (G1) from those that have transferred control and legal
ownership of the family office to the second generation (G2) (Exhibit 9).

Exhibit 9
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One of the key insights from our research is that second generation-led
single-family offices are significantly more interested, active, and likely to
increase allocations to alternative investments. This was evidenced by their
proportionally greater commitment of financial assets to alternatives, greater
use of different kinds of alternative investments, and relatively greater increase
in allocations to alternative investments over the previous year, particularly
in hedge funds and direct investments in privately held companies.
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— Keith M Bloomfield
CEO and Founding Partner
of family investment firm,
Forbes Family Trust

About 40% of second generation single-family offices are investing 15%
or more of their total portfolios into alternatives, compared to 20% of
first generation single-family offices that are investing at similar levels
(Exhibit 10). This difference is driven by a sophisticated subset of second
generation family offices who are allocating over 20% of their financial
assets to alternatives. Second generation single-family offices in general
are also inclined to invest in more types of alternatives, particularly direct
deals (Exhibits 11.1, 11.2).

Exhibit 10
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Exhibit 11.1
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Exhibit 11.2
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Going forward, a larger percentage of second generation single-family offices are much more likely to make greater use of the full range of alternative investments, with the biggest generational distinction occurring with
direct investments, followed by hedge funds (Exhibit 12). These forward
indications mirror what family offices have actually done over the past
year. Almost a third of second generation single-family offices surveyed
increased their hedge fund exposure, compared to just a tenth of first
generation single-family offices (Exhibit 13). Even more striking, 71.4% of
second generation family offices increased their direct investment allocations relative to last year, compared to less than half of the first generation
family offices surveyed (Exhibit 14).

importance of efficiencies
and connectivity. Especially
in light of increasing return
and volatility headwinds,
they have adopted an
opportunistic mindset and
are focused on enhancing
their investment and wealth
management capabilities,
while keeping fixed
costs low.”

Exhibit 12

— Usha Bhate
Executive Director,
Family Office
Investor Relations,
Institutional Investor, Inc.
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“Single-family offices have
varying goals with their
direct deal programs—some
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investments they make via
third party funds.”
— Hannah Shaw Grove
Managing Director and
Chief Marketing Officer,
iCapital Network
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Exhibit 15
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There are several possible reasons for the more aggressive use of alternatives by second generation-led single-family offices. First generation family
offices are generally established with the intent of overseeing and protecting
much of the family’s financial assets, but may not be seen as significant
engines of wealth creation. Family office founders by definition have
amassed their personal wealth through other business ventures, in contrast
to their heirs who, while they may have established professional careers,
often view the family office as a more meaningful driver of their wealth and
are thus relatively more interested in employing alternative investments to
actively grow assets. The varied and often extensive professional experience of heirs is also a driving force behind the growing institutionalization
of many family offices, as these younger family members seek to adopt
the best practices they have encountered in other organizations.
We also noted a pronounced overall difference between the two generations with respect to the assets they are managing. Generally speaking,
the first generation single-family offices are investing greater sums. Nearly
half of second generation family offices manage between $250 million and
$500 million, the lowest AUM band, compared to 9.4% of first generation
family offices (Exhibit 15). Slightly more than half of first generation singlefamily offices fall in the intermediate range of $500 million to $1 billion
AUM, compared to only about a quarter of second generation family
offices, and more first-generation family offices are managing over $1 billion
as well (Exhibit 16).
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“As single-family offices
insource more investment
functions and look to
leverage their competitive
advantages in the
marketplace, they will
need to hire dedicated
staff and incorporate more
risk management and stress
testing into day-to-day
processes. Family offices
that are institutionalizing
in this way require a range
of services that have been
historically been associated
with full-fledged asset
managers and go far beyond
the traditional advisory
relationship, including prime
brokerage and specialized
reporting capabilities.”
— Angelo Robles
Founder and CEO,
Family Office Association

Exhibit 16
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less-liquid alternatives is
These differentials are driven in part by wealth dilution from the founder
of the family office to multiple heirs. Lesser absolute amounts of wealth
may also be contributing to the shift in mindset from wealth preservation
to wealth accumulation, driving a reexamination of investment strategies
and allocations as well as institutional best practices. Simply put, second
generation single-family offices appear to be actively looking for higher
returns and expect alternative investments to provide them.

that it’s critical to be able
to identify and access top
quartile managers — it’s only
the top tier PE and VC firms
that really deliver on the
value proposition and
are able to drive that
outperformance.”
— Peter G Sasaki
Managing Member of
family investment firm,
CGS Associates LLC
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IMPLICATIONS
In addition to providing a snapshot of how single-family offices are investing in alternatives and their interest in these investments going forward,
the research data in this report may have some future implications for
those seeking to work with this sophisticated cohort.

SINGLE-FAMILY OFFICES
As single-family offices transition leadership between generations we can
expect to see younger family members, who have demonstrated more
interest in growing their wealth rather than simply protecting it, become
more actively involved in investment strategy and execution rather than
relying on professionals employed at or by the family office. Given rising
allocations to a variety of alternatives, single-family offices will need to
enhance their internal infrastructure to enable comprehensive alternative
investment sourcing, diligence and monitoring, as well as facilitate the
more complex operational processes associated with these investments.
While in the past family single-family offices were largely content to build
alternatives allocations using third-party managers and renegotiate fees
in cases of underperformace, we are increasingly seeing these organizations hire portfolio managers directly and establishing their own in-house
funds. Family offices are beginning to resemble asset managers in some
respects as they seek to optimize their allocation mix and maximize
returns, and will benefit from more robust systems to support these efforts.

WEALTH ADVISORS
Single-family offices have demonstrated a strong appetite for alternative
products not found in the traditional range of advisor offerings. Succeeding as a partner or outsourced provider to these ultra-affluent families will
require wealth advisory professionals to significantly upgrade the breadth
and depth of their product suite, and to employ technology in innovative
ways that meet the preferences of younger family members and allow for
the more efficient servicing of these increasingly complex organizations.
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ALTERNATIVE ASSET MANAGERS
Single-family offices and wealthy families represent a serious and
substantial pool of capital for alternative asset managers, but act very
differently from the average high-net-worth individual. While funds
will continue to be part of their portfolio mix, their appetite for direct
deals either on a co-investment basis or as part of a sourcing network
is growing rapidly, particularly as the second generation takes the
reins. Many second generation family members are beginning to view
their family offices the way the previous generation viewed the family
operating company, as “the” family business. Recognizing singlefamily offices’ desire for greater control over their investments, at less
cost, will be necessary to creating partnerships that are appealing to
them. In addition to co-investment, separate accounts and other structures commonly used to capture institutional assets are likely to become more common.

ABOUT THE SAMPLING METHODOLOGY
When conducting research with limited and hard-to-reach populations
(like single-family offices and high-net-worth individuals) it is virtually
impossible to rely on probability sampling, which involves random
selection. In these cases, it is accepted practice in applied social science research to employ non-probability sampling. The research data
presented in this report was collected using a non-probability purposive sampling approach called chain-referral sampling, wherein qualified research subjects act as “recruiters” for other research subjects
with similar demographics, psychographics and other defined criteria.
Despite the use of statistical controls, the risk of this approach is that
subgroups in the target population that are readily accessible may be
overweighted.
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